
TERRY 

NOTARY 

Terry Notary is a 4-time NCAA All-American gymnast at UCLA, Cirque du 
Soleil acrobat, actor, motion capture performer, and world-renowned 
movement and performance coach.  With over 30 years of experience, 
Terry has played numerous iconic characters and has been dubbed 
the leading performance capture expert in the entertainment industry. 

EDUCATION 

UCLA BA in Theatre 

UCLA 4-Time NCAA All-American gymnast / team captain. 

Cirque du Soleil acrobat / original cast of Mystere– teeter board, Chinese poles, trampoline, 
characters. 

FILM 

- How the Grinch Stole Christmas (2000)  movement coach / stunts 

- The Animal (2001)     stunts 



- Planet of the Apes (2001)    choreographer / movement coach/ stunts 

- X2: X-Men United (2003)    choreographer / movement coach / stunts 

- The Village (2004)     movement coach 

- Superman Returns (2006)    choreographer / movement coach/ stunts 

- Next (2007)       movement coach (Nic Cage) / stunts 

- Fantastic 4: Rise of the Silver Surfer (2007) choreographer / mocap as Silver Surfer 

- The Incredible Hulk (2008)    mocap as Hulk and Abomination / stunts 

- Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen (2009) choreographer / movement coach 

- Avatar (2009)     choreographer / movement coach / mocap  

- Attack the Block (2011)    movement coach / lead Alien performer 

- Rise of the Planet of the Apes (2011)  Rocket / Bright Eyes / movement coach / 
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- The Adventures of Tintin (2011)    mocap performer / movement coach 

- The Cabin in the Woods ( 2011)    The Clown / movement choreographer 

- The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey (2012) Great Goblin / Yazneg / choreographer 

- The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug (2013)  movement choreographer / stunts 

- The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies (2014) movement choreographer / stunts 

- Dawn of the Planet of the Apes (2014)  Rocket / choreographer / stunt coordinator 

- Fantastic Four (2015)     movement choreographer 

- Warcraft (2016)     Peon / movement choreographer 

- The BFG (2016)                 movement choreographer / mocap  

- Suicide Squad (2016)    movement choreographer 

- Kong: Skull Island (2017)    Kong 
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- War for the Planet of the Apes (2017)  Rocket / choreographer / stunt coordinator 

- The Square (2017)     Oleg 

- Rampage (2018)     movement choreographer 

- Avengers: Infinity War (2018)   Groot / Cull Obsidian / choreographer 

- Avengers: Endgame (2019)   Groot / Cull Obsidian / choreographer 

- Mowgli: Legend of the Jungle (2018)  2nd Unit Director / choreographer 

- The Loin King (2019)    mocap performer 

- Eli (2019)      movement choreographer 

- Doctor Sleep (2019)    movement choreographer 

- The Call of the Wild (2020)   Buck 

- Space Jam: A New Legacy (2021)  movement choreographer 
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- Wolf (post prod)     actor 

- The Last Neanderthal    director / writer 
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